
 

Exhibitor Success Resources by Freeman 
 
Freeman offers a wealth of thought leadership materials to assist exhibitors in success—case studies, insights papers, 
checklists, infographics, and more—that are informed by our global insights, intuitive knowledge, personalized approach, 
and collaborative culture. 

 
Engaging Trade Show Audiences with Audio Visual: Best Practices, Tips, and Tricks  
Offers seven insider tips for exceptional results in your trade show booth: 

• Engage visitors onsite 

• Leverage partners to meet your objectives 

• Use social tools to develop audience connections 

 
10 Tips to Create Event Signage That Stops Attendees in Their Tracks  
Best practices on how you can stop attendees in their tracks at your next event with the biggest, boldest, most 
unexpected signs around. 
 
Six Easy Ways to Customize Your Booth for Attendees  
Advice on using personalization strategies to create personalized experiences that drive deeper engagement: 

• Gain insights on your attendees 

• Connect with your audience pre-show 

• Increase traffic with personalized experiences 

 
Click, Comment, Share: Making Digital Marketing Work for Your Exhibit Strategy  
Discusses how to leverage digital technology and channels for your live event to: 

• Build buzz pre-show 

• Spark conversations and networking during your event Analyze data and keep the conversation going post-show 

• Analyze data and keep the conversation going post-show 

 
Set Your Exhibit Measurement Strategy: Using Data to Enhance the Experience  
Offers a checklist of questions to help you learn more about your audience and how to engage them in meaningful ways, 
on and off the show floor: 

• Establish key metrics to assess your experience empirically 

• Tap into key tools to drive your measurement strategy 

• Use benchmarks to compare your exhibits against industry norms 

 
Inspire Your Exhibit Measurement Program: Improve Your Exhibits with Tips from Event Measurement 
Experts  
Features advice from industry experts on how to get started with event measurement, without getting overwhelmed: 

• Start small and grow from there 

• Hone in on the right data 

• Utilize the tools available to you 

 
Your Exhibit Insights: Key Post-Show Questions to Ask Your Sales Team  
Offers a checklist of questions to help your brand makes the most of every show experience: 

• Rate the overall show experience 

• Assess upcoming event investment 

• Gain insight to improve event strategy overall 
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